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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the late 1870's Ypsilantla and Seguinot'i proposed an extension of the 
classic binary *yea/aom Cerenkov counter to a new kind of particle identifica
tion system, with large dynamic range, robust performance and the potential 
to perform in the "heavy traffic" of the multi-particle jet environment. These 
new detectors were called Ring Imaging Cerenkov (RICH) counters1) or Cerenkov 
Ring Imaging Detectors (CRIDs).aJ 

The principle behind these devices involves focussing the Cerenkov light, 
emitted by a relativistic charged particle In passing through a radiator medium, 
onto a high efficiency photocathode which can in turn be read out with good 
spatial resolution, to localise the point of origin of the photoetectrons. This 
information permits the reconstruction of the circle of Cerenkov light for each 
particle above threshold, and hence the determination of the Cerenkov angle to 
an accuracy of a few percent. These principles are outlined in Figures l(a)-(c). 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of (a) a 
classic threshold counter, (b) a ring imag
ing detector, and (e) the separation oF dif
ferent species or particles through mea-

£ ^ 2 surement of the Cerenl> " angle. 

f ^ r » However, there are a number of rather basic problem areas that have to be 
- addressed before one can proceed with plans to Implement a large ring imaging 
device. 

• Pho* jcathode: 
— The pholocathode has to be very efficient, since for practical geome

tries the radiator dimensions arc such that only a. few dozen fcerenkov 
photons arc produced. 

— The area of realistic photocathode surfaces tend to be largc-of order 
of a few square meters to a few tens of square meters. 

— The photocathode should be capable of being read out electronically 
with pbccll size of order 1 nun3. 
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• Detectors: 
— The detectors have to be capable of efficiently detecting single photo-

electrons and must have some protection from photon feedback. 
Photon feedback is the positive feedback phenomenon caused 

when a very efficient photoionizmg agent is placed close to a MWPC 
which causes light emission from the electron avalanche near the anode 
wires. 

• High Purity Fluid Systems: 
— At the wavelengths one chooses to work, a few parts per million of oxy

gen or water vapor in any of the gas or liquid systems would attenuate 
the fcerenkov light and the photoelectrons, CaTe has to be taken to 
use clean construction materials and to recirculate the Quids through 
filters. 

• Mirror System: 
— The optical arrangement in most CerenJsov ring imaging devices re

quires large area mosaics of quartz or calcium fluoride window arrays 
to separate the phqleeathode gas from the radiator gas, and rather 
large area arrays of mirrors with good reflectance (i.e., > 75S6) in the 
vacuum ultraviolet wavelength region. 

Given acceptable solutions to these problems one should expect superior 
performance from a Cerenkov ring imaging particle identification system. An 
example, taken from the SLD Design Report4' is shown in Fig. 2. 

For the remainder of this talk we will look at which groups are currently 
working on these new detectors, examine the status of these projects and report in 
some detail on the recent R&D progress from the two4r devices being prepared 
for physics at the Z°~ 

2. W H O A H E I N T H E GAME? 

There are four different collaborations actively working on the implemen
tation of large Cermikov ring Imaging devices. 1 will briefly describe each of the 
detectors and their status. 

2.1 E60S A t Fermllab 

This is a forward spectrometer experiment in the fixed target program 
at FermiJab, designed to study very high energy had ton-hadron collisions. The 
best known result of this experiment is probably the spectacular dilution mass 
spectrum produced in 800 GeY proton-nucleus collisions, but the spectrometer 
is equipped with a sophisticated ring imaging counter to provide ir, K, p iden
tification of secondary hadrons up to around 200 GeV/c.sJ A schematic of their 
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Fig, 2 The particle identification capability for a two radiator 
CIUD, such as described in Ref. 4. The performance of the liq
uid (FC-72) and gas (isobutane) radiators is shown separately. 
The dashed line indicates the region where the heavier particle 
is below threshold. The separation is cut-off at 10 a, under the 
assumption that tails in measurement error distributions male 
it unrealistic to quote such large separations. The separation 
is shown for (a) e/ir, (b) TT/K and {c} K/p. 
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RICH is shown in Fig. 3- The radiator is IS meters of gaseous helium, and 
the Cerenkov light produced in this radiator is focused back onto the photon 
detectors by an array or 16 spherical mirrors. The detectors are isolated from 
the radiator volume by a mosaic of CaF» windowŝ e&ch 4 mm thick and Ju x 10 
cm1 In area, The mirror reflectance is measured to be greater than 75% dawn to 
wavelengths of 150 nm, and over the same wavelength range the window trans
mission is measured to be greater than 70%. Each detector measures (40 x SO) 
cm 1 in site, and is mounted one on each side of the radiator volume [see Fig. 3). 
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F3g. 3 Schematic of the Fcrrailab E-605 experiment ring imaging counter. 
See Ref. 5 for details. 

The detector works by converting the Cerenkov light to free electrons via 
photoloniiation of an admixture of timethylamine(TEA) to the detector gas mix
ture. The phatoelectroo then drifts under the action of electric field to a pream-
plifieation gap and then onto a multiwire proportional chamber. A schematic of 
the electro-static grid structure is given In Fig. 4. The detector gas mixture is 
9 0 : 5 : 3 of helium: methane : triethylamine, (TEA). The absorption length for 
(he vacuum U.V. Cerenkov light in this gas mixture is of order 1 mm. The total 
gain of the preamplificatioti gap and the narrow gap PWC is about 10T. The 
PWC anode is constructed of 20 fim wires wound on a 2 mm pitch, while the 
eatliode planes are at ±45* with respect to the anode, and are wound with 50 
pro wile on a 1 mm pitch. Both the cathode and the anode wires are read out 
to measore the electron coordinates. 
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OIL average, three photoelectrons are detected for each reUtfvistic charged 
particle, and this enables a measurement of the radius of the Geretikov circle 
(~ 70 ram) with an accuracy — 0.7 mm, which in turn, allows good particle 
identification up to 2DD GeV/c, See Fig. 5. 

This device has been running routinely in the Fermilab experiment for the 
past three years. IOO 
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Fig. 4 A schematic of the grid structure 
in the photoeleclron detector for exper
iment E-C05 at Fcrmilab (Rcf. 5). 
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Fig. 5 (a) A schematic of the radius 
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23 Rutherford'* RICH At the Omega Spectrometer 

The Omega spectrometer b yet another innlti-paHicfeforwatd spectrom
eter experiment, tab time In the high energy secondary hadronbeamattheSPS 
at CERN. A layout of the spectrometer b shown in Fig. 6. Thb experiment 
b equipped frith a huge zing Imaging Cerenkov counter6) to provide final state 
hadron identification. It b designed to Identify piona from (5-80) GeV/c and 
providing K/p discrimination up to 160 GeV/c Dimensions of the Cerenlcov 
counter are given in Fig. 7. 

P»56^c 

/8m 

PHOTON 
DETECTOR 

Fig. 6 A schematic of the Omega spectrometer experiment at CERN. 

Fig. T A schematic of the ring imaging counter in the 
Omega Spectrometer at CERN. For details see Ref. fi. 



The radiator is 6 meters of nitrogen gas. Cerankov light from the radi
ator volume is focussed back onto the photon detectors, which are mounted at 
the focal plane of a 28 square meter spherical mirror array. The reflectance in 
the (170-250) nm region was measured to be > 76%. The Cerenkov light h 
detected in 16 TPC devices, each (40 x 80) cm 1 in area, and shown schemati
cally' In Fig. 8. The fierenkov photons photoionize an organic vapor (Tetrakis 
Ditnethylamino Ethylene - TMAE) which (s added to the chamber gas mixture 
of methane/isobutane 80/20. The chamber gas is isolated from the radiator gas 
by the quartz windows shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. B A schematic of the photon detector for the Omega 
experiment at CERN. 
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Both windows and side waits of the TPCs are wound with an inner and 
outer field grid which establish a uniform electric drift field to transport photo-
electrons from their creation point to the central MWPC detector. Measurement 
of the drift time and the wire address allows measurement of the Cerekov circle 
radius. (Note the Intrinsic left-right ambiguity in this device). 

The performance of this device is shown in Fig. 9. The accuracy of mea
surement of the Cerenkov ring radius b found to be a -» 2.9 mm, and allows good 
K/JT identification up to nearly 80 GeV/c, and K/p identification up to about 
160 GeV/c. The actual number of photoelectrnns detected is about half than 
expected-, they detect around 14 photoelectrons rather than the 28 calculated. 
The loss of photoelectrons is thought to be partly in the efficiency of detecting 
the single photoelectron and partly in the input electron optics to the MWPC 
shown in Fig. 8. This group is running again in the fall of this year with improved 
electronics and electron transport optics, and will also use a freon radiator gas. 
Improvements are expected from each of these changes. We wait, with great 
interest, their new results. 
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Fig. 9 The calculated performance r>l the Omega RICH. 

2.3 The DELPHI Experiment at LEP and the SLD Experiment at 
SLAC 

The DELPHI experiment is one of the four large experiments being built 
at CERN to study Z° production and decay at Lî P. The usual quadrant view 
of the experiment is shown in Fig. 10, while the detail of the Ring Imaging 
Cerenkov Detector (RICH) is given in Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 11 Schematic of the RICH counter for the DELPHI experiment. For details 
see Ref. 7. 
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Pig. 12 General quadrant view of the SLD experiment. 
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The SLD experiment is the large new detector being built at SLAC to 
fully exploit the physics opportunities of the SLC. The usual quadrant view of 
this experiment is ahown in Fig. 12, with the detail of the Ceratkov counter in 
Fig. 13. 

Both DELPHI and the SLD devices use a double radiator scheme to pro
vide an extended momentum range over write'', particle identification may be 
achieved. See for example Fig. 2. The principle is described below. 

s^^iq^ v̂ vyr«' 

meter 
I 

Fig. 13 Schematic of the CRIB for the SLD experiment. For details see Ref. 4. 
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A relatlvtstic charge particle passing through both radiators would gen
erate patterns «r light characterised in Fig. 14; the light from the liquid radia-
*«• (Cfcffa), ii proximity fceusfed on one side of the photos detector while tbe 
6mnkov light from the gas radiator is foeossed via spherical mirrors onto the 
other aids of the photon detector. The image from the liquid is rather broad 
due to geometry and ehromittc effects, and has a radius of about 17 cms. It is 
expected to have about 24 photoeleeinms distributed around its circumference. 
The image.from the gas radiator (Isobntane or CtFu) should be about 3 cm 
radius, be rather sharp and have about 12 photoelectrons. 

I!'- : :. .i. „• 

YC-l.'t 

Fig. 14 A schematic representation of the two radiator geometry 
used in tbe Cerenkov ring imaging detectors in DELPHI and SLD. 

The photon detector is a double-sided quarts box (to tranamit the £erenkov 
light) with a double electric field cage wound on the inner and outer walls of the 
box to create an uniform electric drift field alonK the axis oF the box. See Fig. 15. 
Tin photons ere detected by phctoiooizatiozi of Tetraku Dymethyl Amino Ethy
lene (TMAS), which fii present at 0.196 level in a 70:30 methane: uobutane gas 
mixture. TheTMAE has a very high photoionisatlon cross section in the (1700-
3400) A region, and u> acts as a very efficient photecathode. Photodectrons will 
drift under the action of the parallel electron and magnetic fields to a multi-wire 
PTOportfoiial chamber detector.' The dVift tioK and wire address provide two of 
tfc* coordinate* cfth*,creatlon point of the pfcotoefectran. Information on the 
depth at which she photoioojsatioa took place is found from localization of the 
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Fig. 15 Schematic of the photon detector boxes used in DELFI1 and SLD. 

The Delphi and SLD devices have rather similar specifications. As an 
example of these systems, a summary of the parameters of the SLD device is 
given betaw in Table I. 

A demonstration of the power of the full particle Identifies iton system In 
SLD, (i.e., vertex detector plus GRID) is shown in Fig. 16. A Morte Carlo study 
of Z° decays within the SLD detector has been performed.8' The < harmed meson 
decay or the heavy boson was chosen as typical of the heavy quark decays and 
the D -> KITJT decay of the D as used to study the performance of the defector. 
The (KJTJT) mass distribution is plotted in Fig. 16 for four separate selections of 
data; (a) displays the Kun mass for all appropriately charged three-track combi
nations which belong to the same jet-very little sign of the 17-mttoa is observed. 
(b) shows Kirn- combinations that have been identified by the CHID; * dear D-
meson peak is observed with a signaf>to-noise of about I ; 3. [e) displays the 
KJTJT mass for unidentified tracks coming from a secondary vertex as measured 
by the high resolution CCD vertex detector in SLD; a very clear D peak is seen 
with a signal-ttv-jwise of about 3 : 1 . And finally in (d) tbe KTTK mass spectrum 
is plotted for identified X'G and K*s, that come from a separated, secondary ver
tex; an extremely dear D signal is observed with rather good t-yghu; s?3ciency, 
(£ ~ 35S). 
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This ability to dearly and efficiently tag heavy quark decays (f, b, c), of 
the Z° should enable studies of very small branching ratio decays into heavy 
flavor mesons, allow detailed study of the cascade process t—*b—*b—*e-*&, 
and of B — 8'andD~D rafadng. 

Table I 
Summary of Parameters of the SLD CRID 

| Liquid Gas 

Solid Angle VB/b 04% 
Angnlar Acceptance Kndcap ia5°-sr 8.5*-33* 

Barrel 37»_on» 38°-B0 B 

Radiator FC-72 Isobntane 
Index of Refraction (6.5 eV) 1.277 1.0017 

Focusing Proximity Spherical mirror 

C Threshold (7) 1.61 17.S 

C Ring Radios 17 cm 2 £ cm 

JV 23 13 

Ptktah (3 p c ) 
e ~ ! M e V / c ~10MeV/c 
r 023GeV/c 2.6 GeV/c 
k O80GeV/c 9,5 GeV/c 

P 1.50 GeV/c 17.8 GeV/c 
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Fig. 16 Mass distribution of KSTJT combination resulting from Z° decays, (a) AH 
appropriately charged combinations, (b) Identified vr and K candidates using the 
GRID, (c) Three appropriate charged particles coming from a aecondaiy vertex. 
(d) Identified JT'B and K's which come from a separated secondary vertex. 
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3. R&D STATUS OF THE NEW 4ir DETECTORS 

There are two 4* ring Imaging detectors currently under development. 
The SLD CRH) being built at SLAC, and the DELPHI RICH defector being 
built at CERN. The R&D piugim for both detectors b described below. 

3.1 SLD R&D Progress 

The SLD CRTD grsup has been working on a 'proof-of-principle* prototype, 
designed to test most of the detector ideas in a full scale device, but not in ihc 
specific geometry or the actual construction techniques used in SLD. The device 
is shown schematically in Fig. 17. 

flair Ti» MWPC PHOTO* O E T ^ T O H IH5Ut«TI0H 

• H M i a . 

Fig. 17 Schematic of the "proof-of-principle" prototype of the CRID under test 
at SLAC. 
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The prototype elements are mounted within an aluminium box, 1 meter on 
each side, which can be inserted between the pole tips of a large electro-magnet 
providing fields up to IS kG. The test devices were: 

• a liquid radiator cell, which is an all quartz cell 1.27 cms thick and con
nected to an external pump to circulate CtFu, perfluorohexane radiator 
liquid through external oxysorb filters to remove oxygen and water vapor. 

• a secondary electrostatic field cage, wound with I mm diameter copper wire 
on a 2.5 cm pitch. This cage helped maintain electric field uniformity in 
the photon detector box, and isolate it from the nearby electrical grounds. 

• the photon detector box, which is a quartz box with a double window of 
dimension 20 x 80 cms, 4 cms deep at one end, increasing to 6 cms depth at 
the detector end. A double field, cage is wound on the inner and the outer 
surfaces of the detector box, with a 2.5 mm pitch, providing an adjustable 
electric field in the range (50-650) v/cm. The box is filled with a gas mixture 
- (CH4 (7056), isobutane (30%), TMAE (~ 0.1%) - w h i c h was circulated 
at flow rates of (5-40) l /hr. The TMAE acts as the photocathode. 

• a spherical mirror, with good ultraviolet reflectance, ( £ 86% in the region 
(1700 - 2400 A), and adjustable so that it could image the Cerenkov light 
produced in the 43 cms of gas radiator back onto the photon detector box 
at any desired position along the length of the box. 

• an electron detector, to efficiently detect the single photoelectrons released 
from the TMAE. The electrons are detected by a picket fence of multiwire 
proportional counters working at a gas gain of between 1 and 2 x lO 5 . In 
order to avoid a positive feedback situation one has to limit the illumination 
of the TMAE volume by the light emitted in the avalanche at the anodes 
of the MWPCs, This protection from photon feedback is achieved by me
chanically limiting the solid angle and is discussed below under detector 
development. 

The prototype was installed in a momentum analyzed secondary beam 
which could deliver either electrons or hadrons to the experiment. The response 
of the device to 11 GeV/c hadrons is shown in Fig. 18(a), a two-dimensional plot 
of time versus wire address integrated over 200 beam tracks. The plat shows the 
gas ring, the front and rear sectors of the liquid ring and the beam spot. Fig. 
18(b) shows the gas ring by itself. The width of the gas ring is dominated by the 
parallax error from the lack of information on the third (depth) coordinate. 

Figure 19 shows a single event display; (a) for the full event and (b) for 
the gas ring only. The solid lines are fiducial regions for the gas and liquid rings. 

18 
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Fig. 18 (a) Online residual plot of 200 Fig. 19 8lngle event display of wire 
beam tracks; y b the wire address and address against drift time. 
* is derived bom the drift time, (b) A. 

• similar plot on an expanded scale show
ing, the gas ring alone. 

a '•• ' . . 

Fig. 20 is the radius plot for the gas ring, and shows good signal-to-noise 
- with very little bacsjrouna. The number of detected photoelectrons for each gas 

ring is showattiFig*j!^ and compared to a poisson distribution for ft = 7, 
The number of photoelectroiiii detected fromtheBouidiadiatorbahownin 

Fig. 22, where the bottom scale is the actual number found for the leading sector 
of the ring, and the upper scale fe the number of photoelectrons calculated for 
the toll rag circumference. Abbot ~ 18 puotoelectront per particle are detected 

; from the liquid radiator. 
It is clear from the difference in populations of the leading and trailing 

sectors of the liquid ring in Fig; 18(a), that electrons are being lost as they drift 
down the photon detector box; live measured the attenuation lengths quanti
tatively by: i) varying the drift velocity (and therefore the drift time), of the 

. photoelectron by changing the drift field, and ii) by changing the position of the 
focus of the gas ring by adjusting the mirror orientation. Both methods yield an 

; electron attenuation length of approximately 35 cms (see Fig. 23). An average 

» 



of 13 photoeleclrona per Incident particle for (he gas radiator, and an average 
of ~ 37 photoclectrons per Incident particle for I cm of liquid radiator were ob
served after correcting Tor the electron attenuation length. These yields exceed 
our expectations, 
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Fig. 30 The radius of the Cercnkov 
ring for light from the gae radiator. 
The width of thb distribution agrees 
well with the Monte Carlo calculations 
for measurements excluding the depth 
information. 
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Fig. 21 The number of photoelectrons 
detected per event for the Ceienkov ring 
produced by the gas radiator. 
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Fig. 22 The number of photoelec-
trons detected per event for the lead
ing arc of the Cerenkov ring produced 
fay the liquid radiator. The upper scale 
gives the scaled number that would be 
detected for the full ring. 
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Fig. 23 The average electron "lifetime'', 
or attenuation length, derived from the 
number of electrons on a gas ring versus 
the electron drift time. The drift time 
is determined by the electric drift field 
which is shown in the figure in volts/cm. 
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The device wee tasted with Incident pious from 4 GeV/e to 11 GeV/c Fig. 
24 displays the Cerebkoreogle measurements from the CRID prototype. 
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Fig. 24 The 

2 4 6 8 10 12 
BEAM MOMENTUM (GeV/c) S274A21 

of the measured Cereokovangle for tagged .J* as a 

At 4 OflV/c the beam was toned to deliver a mixture of electrons and 
, the beam sartfem befog tafjedoynt iuedioldCe^ 25 

shorn tingle event displays tor a) an electrca and b) a pku incident on the CRID 
prototype. The dotted circlet indicate the expected Cerenltov circles for pions 
(inner) and electrons (outer), while the crosses are the detected photeelectnm 
coordinates. The solid line la a fit 'to the data. 

Fig. 26 shows the distributions of the Cerenkov angles for the tagged pion 
and electron samples, as measured by the CRID prototype. A clear 3 <r separation 

" is observed even without third coordinate (depth) measurement. It is interesting 
to note that a factor of four reductions of the width of these distributions is 

i the third coordinate information W available. 
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Ftg. 35 The derenfcor circles for single events 
with a) an electron, and b) a pton incident. 
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Fig. 26 The distribution of measured Cerenkov angles for tagged 4 GeV/c 
electron and pion incident on the SLD CRID prototype. 

3.2 SLD Detector Development 

' The requirements for the CRID electron detector are: 
— good single electron detection efficiency, 
— efficient input optics from the drift region, 
— protection against photon feedback, 
— unaffected byExB force. 
The data discussed above was taken with the electrostatic structure shown 

in Fig. 27. Protection against photon feedback is achieved by the geometrical 
shielding of the TMAE drift volume by an array of thick wires; this reduces the 
feedback noise by a factor of four to five. The input optics efficiency is calculated 
to be essentially 10095 and laser scanning measurements corroborate this value. 

. The main unanswered question in the detector design is how to obtain the 
third coordinate (depth) iaibnnation. 
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Fig. 27 An electrostatic simulation of the 
detector electron collection efficiency with a 
four layer 'blinding grid.' A 6 kG axial mag
netic field with a 200 gauss radial compo
nent is assumed in the calculation. Data dis
cussed in the text were taken with no mag
netic fields. 

This measurement dominates the accuracy of the angular resolution of 
the CRID. A variety of techniques can be employed to make this measurement 
(e.g., cathode strips, wedge cathode, graded cathode, resistive cathode or resis
tive anode). The technique of choice should provide (i) resolution of order 1 mm, 
(ii) good solid angle coverage and (iii) good channel-to-channel signal isolation. 
Good progress has been made in implementing a resistive anode readout employ
ing charge division on short (~ 5 cms) wires, to provide the third coordinate 
information. 

Fig. 28 shows the charge ratio measured in a single cell test chamber 
constructed with a 7 /iia diameter carbon filament as the anode, and read out 
with two low noise HQV81D preamplifiers measuring the charge at oppcsite ends 
of the fiber. These results indicate a position measurement of better than 2% 
accuracy of the total length. This corresponds to a resolution a *» 1 mm for the 
depth measurement, and is found to be uniform along the length of the fiber. 

We have constructed a chamber with flO carbon fiber anodes, in the ge
ometry shown in Fig. 27 above, and collected data with plons and electrons. 
The analysis of the Cerenkov rings data is currently on progress, but should be 
reported at the IEEE meeting in San Francisco in October 1985. 
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Fig. 28 Charge division measurement. 

3.3 DELPHI B.& D Progress t 

The DELPHI experiment at LEP has an aggressive and comprehensive 
prototype and development program for their RICH work. They have successfully 
passed the CERN Program Committee milestones for demonstration of the RICH 
subsystem and are proceeding with the design and construction or the final RICH 
modules. • 

Figure 29 shows a perspective of the DELPHI RICH prototype. The liquid 
radiator is CeFu, 1 cm thick, and the gas radiator is 47 era of isobutane. The 
drift tubes were filled with a gas mixture of 95/5 methane/isobutane, with about 
0.196 of TMA'E as the photoionizing agent. Cerenkov light from single liquid 
radiator cell illuminates three drift boxes of 1 m 50 cm length, read out at one 
end by a MWPC. A uniform drift Geld is created by an inner and outer field cage 
wound on each drift box. A secondary field cage isolates the nearby electrical 
grounds in the prototype geometry. Light from the gas radiator vofuine is focused 
back on the top side of the drift tubes by three parabolic mirrors. 

The response of this prototype to a 10 GeV/c hadron beam is shown in 
Figs. 30(a) and (b), two-dimensional plots of the drift time and wire address 
information. Fig. 3D (a) shows the liquid ring spread over three drift tubes, 
while Fig. 30 (b) shows both the liquid and the gas ring. Fig. 31 shows single 
event plots with the same information. 
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Fig. 29 Schematic of the DELPHI RICH prototype. 
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Fig. 30 Two dimentlona] plot of the photaaleetron positions from the DEL
PHI, prototype. The x-cooidinate b the wire address and the z-coordinate 
Is the drift tine. The plot is an accumulation over several hundred beam 
tracks: (a) shows the liquid ring, (b) displays both the liquid and the gas 
rings. 

Fig, 32 shows the radius plot for the liquid and the gas rings. Fig. 33 
indicates — 6.S photoelectrona detected from the gas radiator and ~ 17 photo-
electrons detected from the liquid radiator. Their best results from recent beam 
tests have achieved *» B.5 photoalectTons from gas and — 19 photoelectrons from 
the liquid radiators respectively. When corrected for electron attenuation and 
drift losses, these results imply — 12.7 photoelectrons produced in the gas ring, 
and ~ 22.7 photoelectrons produced In the liquid ring, In very good agreement 
with their expectations. 

The accuracy of measuring the Cerenkov ring is shown in Fig. 34 for both 
gas and liquid radiators. The gas and liquid rings are measured to have a radius 
of 27.8 ± l£ mm and 209J6 ± 5.S mm respectively. Both measurements are made 
without the third coordinate information and achieve the accuracy predicted from 
the Moat* Carlo sfmulstlon. 
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Fig. 31 Single event plots of wire Fig. 32 The distribution of photoelec-
address versus drift time, Iron hits aa a, function of the radius from 

(a) the gaa ring, and (b) the liquid ring. 

The DELPHI group observed quite long attenuation lengths for drifting 
electrons In the methane/iaobutane gaa mixture (~ 2-5 ra), in contraat to the 
experience at SLAC (~ 0.3 m). Additional axperimenta with ethane/methane 
mixtures instead of iaobutane/methane results in even longer attenuation lengths, 
(£ IS meters). Further studies of electron attenuation lengths with different gas 
mixtures, and chemical studies of these gaa mixture are being pursued by both 
the CERN and SLAC groups. 
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Fig. 33 The number of photoetec- Fig. 34 The distribution of corrected ra
tions observed from the (a) liquid ling, dius measurements for the gas ring and 
and (b) the gas ring, in the DELPHI liquid ring, from the DELPHI prototype, 
prototype. 

4. S U M M A R Y A N D C O N C L U S I O N S 

4.1 Progress in the 'Problem Areas* 

At the beginning of this review, I listed a number of problem areas, where 
progress had to be made before one could proceed to construct large ring imaging 
systems. Let us examine the progress over the past year. 

4.1.1 Pifliflcathodesi 

Two large'fixed target experiments have demonstrated that both TEA 
and TMAE photocatbodes are technologies that can be implemented. TMAE is 
rather more forgiving in terms of the allowable oxygen and water vapor contam
inations, but seems to be chemically active and may cause poor electron drift 
lifetimes. '• :"" . 
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4.1.2 Optics: 

The optics issue branches into two subheadings - 'photon optics1 and 'elec
tron transport optics.' The former is no special problem, only demanding a 
careful choice of mirror fabrication process and of the optimum geometry for a 
given experiment. The latter still needs work; electrons can be efficiently and 
uniformly transported over the desired drift lengths under the influence of static 
electric and magnetic fields. (Both the DELPHI and SLAC experiments demon
strate transport over 70 c- is with distortion, of less than 1 mm, in circumstances 
where positive Ion charge effects are negligible.) However, distortions due to 
charge build up on the quartz boxes and the positive ion cloud need further 
study. 

4.l..'l DetBctors: 

Several electrode geometries have been demonstrated to provide good sin
gle photoelcctron detection efficiency, and have substantial protection against 
photon feedback. An additional factor of two rejection would be helpful, but is 
not absolutely required for an operational system. Studies have begun on the 
effect of E x B forces on detector efficiency, and will continue. 

Third coordinate readout from both cathode coupled geometry and from 
charge division on resistive anodes have been demonstrated to give the required 
accuracy. Work will continue aggressively in this area. 

4.1.4 Radiators 

There were no special problems in the choice or radiators, beyond learning 
to keep them clean of oxygen and water vapor, both of which absorb strongly in 
the far U.V. region. 

4.1.5 Engineering Considerations 

Among the major problem areas in building new Cerenkov Ring Imag
ing Devices are: a) the choice of construction materials which will not react 
with TMAE or TEA, and which will not out-gas vapors which would absorb the 
Cerenkov photons or the photoelectrons, b) construction techniques which allow 
robust, economic assembly of devices without loss of coverage and c) imaginative 
and realistic geometric solutions which allow 4TT coverage without compromising 
the possibility of servicing the device. 
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4,2 Sonutuuy o r t b e D a t a 

• The measurements bom the four groups working with, ring imaging devices 
a n aiumnaiited in Table n below. 
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4.3 Conclusions 

• CirenkoT Ring Imaging Devices have been successfully tised in two fixed 
target experiments at FermiUb and at the CERN SPS, demonstrating par
ticle identification over a very large momentum range at high energy (eg., 
jr/A" separation at 3 a level op to 200 GeV/c). 

• Good progress has been achieved in the research and development efforts for 
the two 4* e + e~ detectors at CERN and SL AC where the expected numbera 
of photodectrona (12 from the gas, and 25 from the liquid radiators) h- :e 
indeed been achieved (or even exceeded). The expected accuracy for the 
Carenkbv angle measurement has also been achieved. 

It seems that the technique has come of age .but there is a long hard 
path ahead on engineering and systems opttmiiation before such devices can be 
implemented as "standard equipment." 
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